MHYLL Meeting Minutes Dec 5th 2017
1) First question was what everyone wanted of the MHYLL.
a. Discussion resulted in basically a group to schedule games and provide a
central agreement of rules and games modification based on USlax rules.
b. The league will not be involved in any club issues either internally or
between clubs due to the fact the MHYLL has no leverage within clubs.
2) Overall MHYLL structure
a. President- currently none (Available for anyone who wants it, I have too
much to do so please take it!)
b. Girls Interpreter/referee interface- Chris Burger
c. Boys Interpreter/referee interface- TBD?
3) Meeting structures:
a. Meeting will be held and posted on the web sites well in advance. Votes
are only held at meetings. Please be sure to have someone represent your
club.
b. Meetings 4 total:
i. General Winter Meeting December
ii. Scheduling meeting end January (currently eliminated based on
random electronic fit scheduling)
iii. Rules Meeting late Feb/March post US lax convention to be
scheduled with refs.
iv. Middle of July End of season wrap up meeting/ issues ideas for
next
4) All star Games: All in attendance believed there was no benefit in having this and
it will no longer be held. The only comments were in the issues it caused within
clubs.
5) Games scheduling: Game scheduling is the biggest issues most clubs have and
there are so far no great solutions. Too many teams prescheduled before meetings.
All want to try something different and hopefully easier. The
advantages/disadvantages of each were discussed and it was voted on.
a. This year all clubs will send a spread sheet to Chris Burger no later than
1/26/2017, This information will be sorted and assigned. This should
result in all clubs being able to obtain a full schedule, but may result in
playing some different teams than in the past.
6) Referees: Discussion of quality and quantity as has been typical in years past.
Will be worse with addition of JV teams and Modified teams to school schedules.
This needs to be discussed with refs though interpreters and rules meeting

